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Xlibris, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.Future nations, surviving a devastating pandemic, collaborate in the Repopulation,
Expansion, and Annexation Program (REAP) designed to send one-way missions to twenty-five
potentially habitable moons or planets within five thousand light-years from Earth. Four couples
staff each mission with two critical goals: populating the new planet and sending a message back
that the orb is habitable. REAP 23, the twenty-third and longest mission, takes eight months of
gravitational acceleration to achieve 70 percent of the speed of light. Despite extensive
psychological screening and years of training, the stress of pending hibernation ending in finding a
planet that is unsuitable results in conflicts on many levels. Insanity, sabotage, mutiny, violence,
adultery, and death mar the ideological journey before entering ultrahibernation under the care of
robots for thousands of years. After awakening, the reduced crew faces a deteriorating ship and
systems. After orbiting and analyzing the distant planet, they send a message that is instantly
delivered, utilizing quantum mechanical entanglement theory regarding the suitability for
sustaining human life. Hundreds of years after the REAP missions departed, geopolitical changes
wrought by nature and war obscured the missions, overwritten...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases rather than di icult to understand. Your life period
is going to be change the instant you total reading this ebook.
-- Letha Okuneva-- Letha Okuneva

This is an amazing ebook that we have possibly go through. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an extremely
straightforward way and is particularly merely after i finished reading this ebook where in fact altered me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Berta Schmidt-- Berta Schmidt
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